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REAL-LINK AT A GLANCE
Save time and money with our easy to use app
Real-Link is the app that all the pubs, bars and clubs need to be using.
Already used by the Uk's largest late night bar and club operator and
many other bars, pubs and clubs around the country, Real-Link is proven
to save time and money by automating business processes. Using NFC
enabled mobile phones and RFID tags you get guaranteed proof that the
premisses are safe and compliant (fire, health and safety, COSHH,
build-up of bottles etc).
NFC technology allows the collection of data, which is then
transferred immediately to the server meaning that you can access the
information from a web-based login.
You have access to all of this information in real-time- no checking log
cards or typing up information after the event. There is also no need for
an expensive electronic clocking in and out system or a device that must
be hard-wired to a network, as REAL-LINK can work from a mobile phone
or a cost-effective Timebox.

WHAT IS REAL-LINK?

RealLink is an app
dedicated for monitoring,
regular-checking and
digital reporting.
It can be used in a variety
of contexts including but
not limited to incident
reporting, area manager
reporting, time and
attendance, asset checks,
toilet/fire doors/noise
checks, lone worker
rounds.
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How does REAL-LINK work?
NFC tags are placed around the venue and/or on
equipment
Member of staff scans NFC tag with their Real-Link
enabled mobile phone which transmits their name,
location and the time in real-time, via the mobile
network or Wi-Fi.
Location specific data can be displayed on the phone
for staff instructions or for capturing additional details
such as specific tasks/checks that must be carried
out.
All the details are sent to the server in real time via the
mobile network/WiFi
The data is instantly available via cloud-based back
office to enable monitoring of employees and
premisses. If you are on-the-go, automated reports
and alerts are available via email and text message.

How can Real-Link help
your business?
Real-time proof that the whole venue is being
checked on a regular basis, Proof of perimeter
checks for glassware and litter
Ability to report in real-time any issues that have
been discovered e.g. broken glass, spills, damage
to furniture/equipment.
Time and date stamped photographs to show
when the issue was discovered and time it was
cleaned up (e.g. to provide proof that spilliges are
dealt with quickly avoiding risk of potential injury)
Internal patrols recorded in real-time to check for
incidents, help prevent theft, and to check for
suspicious
packages-automated
email/text
reports of serious issues
Toilet checks-time and date stamped
Record of opening checks
Equipment inspections and full record of the
findings
External patrols including noise checks with
decibel monitoring
Time and attendance-log shift start and shift end
of each employee making it easy to see when
staff are late or have worked overtime

Benefits of REAL-LINK
time and attendance
Only mobile phone required; no separate
devices
Deal with incidents quickly and effectively
Remove all paper-based processes saving
time spent filling up, remove the need of
storing reports (it's all done digitally)
Help to reduce insurance premiums with realtime proof of patrols, inspections and clearups.
Receive instant notification of any issues that
can be dealt quickly.
Have full history of all patrols, incidents,
equipment checks, staff attendance and
opening checks in one place easily accessible
in a cloud-based system
Help to meet licensing requirements with
proof of patrols, checks and inspections
Quick ROI by removing time spent on
paperwork/reports, increased business due to
satisfied customers
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Tailor-Made Forms
Tailor-made forms can be created for your Real-Link
application for quick and accurate reporting that is available
in real-time.
Remove the wasted time spent typing forms up and finding
space to file them. Do them all on our mobile app.

RealTime DC provides
Real-Link services for the
following:

REAL-LINK is easy to use, quick to deploy, and it can be
fully customised for your operations, or delivered and used
straight out of the box with our standard set-up.
RealTime DC makes everything as easy as possible for you
providing full support, set-up and training.

Affordable Integration

building sites,
outdoor events,
facility management companies,
schools, colleges, universities,
multiple-site businesses,
casual labouring,
bar, restaurants, nightclubs,
security companies and many more...

For more information please
feel free to contact us:

info@realtimedc.com

We understand that most businesses do not have
unlimited money to spend on technology.

01243 855 700

This is the reason that most of our software solutions are
charged on a monthly or quarterly basis instead of a large
upfront cost. We offer free support and guidance.
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